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MST saved the following resources by using Sterling Ultra 
Gloss paper with 10% post-consumer waste:

Renewable energy certificates—3 fully grown trees,
1911 gallons of water, 3.2 million BTUs of energy,
203 pounds of solid waste, and 393 pounds of

greenhouse gasses*

*Calculations based on research by Environmental Defense Fund
and other members of the Paper Task Force.
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D
uring the year Monterey-Salinas 
Transit (MST) faced a “perfect 
storm” of financial uncertainty 
precipitated by the inaction 

of both federal and state officials to 
continue funding for public transit 
programs that our communities depend 
upon. In spite of many challenges, 
MST was able to weather the storm and 
ultimately complete the construction of the JAZZ bus rapid 
transit service, place new hybrid-electric buses into service,  
and implement a new commuter route to Santa Cruz as well 
as new services for seniors and persons with disabilities. 
All the while the MST team of coach operators, maintenance 
professionals, and administrative staff provided safe and 
reliable transit service for the thousands of seniors, students, 
military personnel, veterans, and persons with disabilities 
who utilize our transportation services each day, taking over  
4 million passenger trips each year to get to work, school, 
and medical appointments.
 With 75 percent of MST funding coming from state and 
federal sources, it has been difficult adapting to ongoing 
dysfunction at the state and federal levels, which this year 
included a shutdown of the federal government, a year-long 
delay in reinstating funding programs that support our military 
partners, and the inability of the state to allocate any of the 
$8.5 million dollars in capital funding currently available to 
transit operators like MST. These events have made it clear 
that if Monterey County is to continue to enjoy a robust 
network of safe, dependable, affordable, and convenient public 
transportation, a new locally-controlled source of funding will 
need to be secured. In 2014, the MST board of directors will 
consider whether to place a local tax measure on the November 
ballot to raise funding to support transit services for seniors, 
persons with disabilities, and veterans as well as to provide 
adequate funding to maintain ongoing capital investments 
in buses and facilities.
 While the year ahead will no doubt be full of additional 
challenges, the team at MST is committed to fulfilling its vision 
of providing valued services to the communities we serve.

General Manager’s Message

  Printed on recycled paper with 10% PCW (post-consumer waste)



external money from erratic state and federal sources hinders 
our ability to provide a predictable level of service,” says MST 
General Manager and CEO Carl Sedoryk. “Until we identify 
stable locally-controlled funds for this agency, the boom-and-
bust cycle continues. Eventually, it will dramatically reduce 
Monterey County’s transit services and adversely impact 
the residents who can least afford it.”

Federal transit benefit
The federal transit benefit, a pre-tax deduction for public 
transportation, went from $125 to $240 per month with the 
2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The increase 
equalized transit and parking benefits and positioned MST to 
build new military partnerships. Two years later, the benefit 
was reduced to $130 per month for 2012. In 2013, the 
$240 benefit was restored for a year. With the transit benefit 
increase due to expire again in December 2013, however, 
those military routes are once again in jeopardy.
 Revenue from the transit benefit supports more than a 
dozen routes serving active-duty military and Department of 
Defense civilian personnel at the Presidio of Monterey, Naval 
Postgraduate School, and Fort Hunter Liggett. The routes 
generate some 530,000 trips annually, moving more than 
1,000 passengers from cars to buses while cutting pollution 
and reducing traffic around the installations.            (Continued)

P
olicy issues, labor and pension reform 
debates, and a lack of local funding 
challenged Monterey-Salinas Transit 
(MST) in 2013. The agency faced 

potential substantial service cuts as a result.

Public Employees’ Pension Reform Act
In December 2012 and June 2013, MST 
prepared layoff notices and held public 
hearings about possible service reductions after the 
Amalgamated Transit Union, which represents MST drivers, 
mechanics, utility service and facilities staff members, asked 
the U.S. Department of Labor to withhold federal funds from 
California public transit operators. The move stemmed from 
disagreements over the 2013 Public Employees Pension 
Reform Act (PEPRA) signed by Governor Jerry Brown. By 
federal law, transit unions have a right to negotiate wages 
and benefits. But, because PEPRA was signed without such 
negotiations, the labor department refused to certify transit 
funds for distribution.
 With federal money accounting for approximately 
25 percent of MST’s annual operating budget, the agency 
prepared emergency plans to implement if funds were not 
released. Ultimately, MST was California’s only transit operator 
involved in this dispute to negotiate an agreement and receive 
100 percent of its federal operating funds. Another $6.6 million 
tagged for new buses and an electric trolley were also withheld, 
but should materialize in early 2014.
 As the dispute unfolds, MST could face similar hurdles 
later next year.
 “We’ve often solved funding issues through civic, military 
and educational partnerships, but our overdependence on 
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Funding Concerns Challenge MST
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$FUN D I N G  FACTS

GOAL: Implement measures to provide 
a fully-funded, high-quality public transit 
system for the people of Monterey County.



Funding Concerns (Cont.)
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2013 Financials
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State/Local 
$18,462,632

Labor & Benefits 
$18,496,352

Insurance 
$431,287

Utilities 
$531,307

Other 
$448,404

Reserves 
$4,097,493

TOTAL:
$36,372,257

TOTAL:
$36,372,257

Federal
$10,082,059

Purchased 
Transportation 
$5,894,546

Fares
$7,290,715

Fuel, Parts 
& Supplies 
$5,130,625

Other 
$536,851

Services 
$1,342,243

Operating Revenue*

Operating Expenses*

51%

51%

28%

16%

11%

20%

14%

1%

4%

1%

1%

1%

 Without an increased transit benefit extension, some 
routes could be discontinued as soon as February 2014.
“There’s no reason a federal employee who drives to work 
should get twice as much of a benefit as someone who takes 
public transit. It’s an issue of fairness and common sense,” 
says Hunter Harvath, MST assistant general manager.

Sales tax options
 This year’s funding concerns underline MST’s ongoing 
fiscal vulnerability. When unions block resources or government 
officials redirect dollars, little can be done to counteract the 
fallout. Though nearly all of California’s urban transit agencies 
count on support from local sales tax revenues generated by 
tourists, MST receives no such funding.
 Currently, MST is exploring a potential 2014 ballot 
measure asking Monterey County voters to designate a small 
percentage of sales taxes to essential transit projects—
including bus replacements, shelter updates and services 
for seniors, low-income passengers and individuals with 
disabilities.
 “Nearly two-thirds of our riders are going to work, school 
or medical appointments. Most have no other transportation 
options,” says Sedoryk.
 Some can’t afford a car or cannot physically drive. Others 
are too young or otherwise unable to get a license. That 
means many passengers most reliant on MST are not even 
eligible to vote for the sales tax measure.
 “The people who need Monterey-Salinas Transit often 
don’t have a voice. It’s time for local residents to take control 
of their transportation future and ensure transit access for 
all,” Harvath says, adding that many MST passengers work 
in the region’s $2.1 billion hospitality industry. “Tax revenues 
generated by tourists cover about one-third of the City of 
Monterey’s budget, alone . . . Without hospitality employees, 
there is no tourism industry—and that impacts our economy 
and quality of life.”

“Nearly two-thirds of our riders are going to 
work, school or medical appointments. Most 

have no other transportation options.”
Carl Sedoryk

MST General Manager/CEO

* Preliminary figures



“Santa Cruz always seemed beyond our financial 
reach, but, with the military showing us a 

demonstrated need and built-in market, we were 
able to apply for grant funds from Caltrans.”

Hunter Harvath
MST Assistant General Manager

The direct 
transit link has 
proven popular 
with leisure travelers 
as well as the military 
community.

Line 78 Santa Cruz
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W
ith the February launch of the Line 78 Presidio-
Santa Cruz Express, MST passengers are 
enjoying one-seat service between the Presidio 
of Monterey and Santa Cruz for the first time. 

The direct transit link, requested by the Presidio of Monterey 
and supported in part by both Federal Transit Administration 
Jobs Access Reverse Commute grants and Caltrans funds, 
has proven popular with leisure travelers as well as the 
military community.
 “We’ve been struggling to meet transit demand within the 
county throughout these difficult economic times, and going 
to Santa Cruz always seemed beyond our financial reach,” 
says Hunter Harvath, MST assistant general manager. “But, 
with the military showing us a demonstrated need and built-in 
market, we were able to apply for grant funds from Caltrans.”
 Those federal and state funds paid for the service’s first 
year of operation, and MST recently secured an additional 
grant that will cover 50 percent of the second-year costs. The 
$240 per-person, per-month federal transit benefit will further 
subsidize the route, bringing the fare down to $3.50 per non-
military passenger/$1.75 discount.
 Before Line 78, the 45-minute automobile trip between 
Monterey and Santa Cruz stretched to nearly three hours by 
bus because of transfers and schedule coordination.

(Continued)



Line 78 Santa Cruz (Cont.)
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Now, public transit 
between the two cities 
takes as little as one 
hour. That means enlisted 
personnel, Department of 
Defense staff, and other 

professionals have a convenient weekday transportation 
option with stops in Sand City, Marina, Castroville, Aptos 
and additional cities and park-and-ride lots along the way. 
To make the daily journey more comfortable for commuters, 
MST purchased a Wi-Fi-equipped bus designed with special 
features to minimize road noise and increase passenger 
comfort on the long distance route.
 On weekends, Line 78 makes fewer stops and departs and 
returns later in the day, giving guests a well-timed alternative for 
visiting the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk or Monterey Peninsula 
attractions. The bus also helps Presidio students explore the 
area without a car. MST’s also recently reinstated Line 22 Big 
Sur-Monterey on fall, winter and spring weekends which now 
starts its route at the Presidio as well, providing additional 
service for Presidio residents and recreational travelers. 
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T
he MST JAZZ bus rapid transit service was launched 
this spring, cutting commute times by 28 percent 
along the busy Fremont-Lighthouse corridor, while also 
doubling as a linear jazz museum that showcases 

Monterey’s musical history.
 The agency spent six years planning, securing funds 
and completing construction for the $6.3 million JAZZ project, 
which now welcomes thousands of passengers daily. To keep 
buses and cars traveling smoothly 
along the corridor, MST completed 
street and sidewalk improvements 
in three cities, upgraded 34 
traffic signals and installed queue 
jumps at two major intersections. 
Expanding from five shelters to 19 
helped boost bench and shelter 
seating capacity by 71 percent. 

MST Launches JAZZ BRT Line

And, each shelter features images, historical information and 
musical downloads curated in collaboration with the Monterey 
Jazz Festival.
 MST scheduled the service’s April kickoff in conjunction 
with the Monterey Jazz Festival’s Next Generation Jazz Festival. 
MST promoted the route with a campaign that included a 
new mobile website, JAZZ-branded t-shirts, a flash mob-style 
marching band performance at the Old Monterey Farmers

(Continued)

“The JAZZ line offers the benefits of bus 
rapid transit without the typically high capital 
investment. It was challenging to implement, 

but we’re proud to offer this fast, reliable 
service that benefits locals and visitors alike.”

Carl Sedoryk
MST General Manager/CEO
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JAZZ BRT Line (Cont.)

Market, print ads and a television spot featuring local talent 
all touting a ride-for-free promotion from April 5 to 14. The 
campaign increased ridership by almost 40 percent, and 
the TV commercial won the American Public Transportation 
Association’s first-place AdWheel Award. That honor 
recognizes the nation’s best commercial by a transit agency 
with between four and 20 million annual passengers.
 As MST administrators record first-year route successes, 
they’re also reviewing the lessons learned while creating 
this innovative service. Adding stops to existing lanes rather 
than building fixed bus guideways minimized construction 
costs. Grants from the Federal Transit Administration’s Very 
Small Starts program, among other sources, offset local 
investments. At the same time, state transportation bonds 
and local funds from agencies such as the Monterey Bay 
Unified Air Pollution Control District and the Transportation 
Agency for Monterey County helped unlock those federal 
grants. The project also generated hundreds of jobs during 
a severe economic downturn.
 “The JAZZ line offers the benefits of bus rapid 
transit without the typically high capital investment. It was 
challenging to implement, but we’re proud to offer this fast, 
reliable service that benefits locals and visitors alike,” says 
Carl Sedoryk, MST General Manager and CEO.

The MST JAZZ bus rapid transit TV commercial 
won the American Public Transportation 
Association’s first-place AdWheel Award.

MST street and sidewalk improvements on 
Lighthouse Avenue in Monterey.
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T
hanks to two innovative MST programs, seniors and 
individuals with disabilities now have a convenient, 
affordable, personalized transit option that saves 
MST and taxpayers more than 50 percent per ride 

compared to traditional transit service options.
 Grant funds and local jurisdictions are 
supporting a flexible new taxi voucher 
program for local seniors and those 
who typically use MST’s 
RIDES ADA paratransit 
program rather than 
the agency’s fixed-
route buses. Qualified 
passengers ages 65 or 
older can request vouchers 
from the participating city in 
which they live (Carmel, Del Rey 
Oaks, Monterey, Pacific Grove, Salinas, Sand City or Seaside), 
or they can acquire vouchers as a certified RIDES member.
 Unlike classic RIDES service, which requires passengers 
to schedule pickup times a day in advance, voucher 
customers simply call a participating cab company when 
they’re ready to travel. To enjoy a ride, they just give the 
driver a completed voucher 
(each has a $14 value) and 
a $3 co-pay. The service is 
designed for local trips, though 
passengers can apply vouchers 
to longer journeys by paying 
extra for fares beyond the 
covered $17.

RIDES Taxi Vouchers & Senior Taxi

 Passengers who normally pay $3 to $7 for RIDES trips 
save with the $3 voucher co-pay. And, MST pays just $14 per 
voucher passenger, compared to an average subsidy of $35 
per person for each traditional RIDES pickup.
 “MST is not just a bus agency, it is a transportation 
provider, and the voucher program helps us offer more 
comprehensive services,” says MST Consolidated 
Transportation Services Agency Manager Tom Hicks. “It saves 
customers money, and it saves taxpayer money—and those 
savings allow us to fund and expand our fixed routes and 
other transportation services.”
 The voucher program’s success builds upon that of 
MST’s accessible taxi program, which has provided local

(Continued)

 “MST is not just a bus agency, it is a 
transportation provider, and the voucher program 

helps us offer more comprehensive services.”
Tom Hicks

MST Consolidated Transportation
Services Agency Manager

Passengers who normally 
pay $3 to $7 for RIDES 

trips save with the $3 
voucher co-pay.

Vouchers
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RIDES Taxi Vouchers (Cont.)

E M P L O Y E E S  O F  T H E  M O N T H
(Fiscal Year 2013)

2012
July Lou Doll
August  Michelle Di Pretoro
September Jacqueline Bernal
October Timothy Burton
November  Jaime Diaz
December  Michelle Overmeyer

2013
January Alvin Johnson
February Ernie Sanchez
March Frank Soliz
April Tiziano Minelli
May Michael Gallant
June James Lopez

TIZIANO MINELLI began his 
career as a coach operator with 
MST in March 1988. During 
his career at MST, he has 
distinguished himself as a DOT 
instructor-receiving multiple 
awards for attendance, customer 
service, and special projects. In 
2006 and 2011, Minelli received 
the General Manager’s Coach Operator Excellence Award, and 
in 2013 he was recognized for 23 years of safe driving. He 
has previously been selected as employee of the month in 
1999 and 2001, and was also employee of the year for 2001.
 In March of this year, Minelli worked with MST staff, city 
traffic engineers, and law enforcement to conduct final testing 
on the newly installed “queue jump” at the Fremont & Aquajito 
JAZZ BRT bus stop. Minelli also provided valuable support in 
the development of the coach operator “queue jump” training 
program and provided one-on-one training to MST staff. He is 
not only one of the most knowledgeable trainers, but also one 
of the kindest.
 MST is pleased to recognize Minelli for his excellent 
performance and for his dedication to those who depend 
upon MST.

2013 Employee of the Year
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cab companies with affordable access to costly wheelchair-
accessible vehicles. MST used New Freedom Grants from 
the Federal Transit Administration to purchase nine cars 
and mini-vans that accommodate mobility devices and that 
are designed for individuals with disabilities. In February, 
MST began leasing those vehicles to local taxi companies. 
Outfitters train their drivers to assist seniors and clients 
who might have communication issues, cognitive challenges 
or other difficulties, and participating cab companies in good 
standing with Monterey County’s Regional Taxi Authority, 
which is administered by MST, can then sign on for the 
voucher program.
 Yellow Cab is one of five businesses currently taking 
part. Co-owner John Cardinalli, who operated one accessible 
vehicle before joining the program and leasing a second from 
MST, positions his drivers to provide comprehensive services 
both on the Monterey Peninsula and in Salinas. The program 
incentivizes drivers to prioritize serving seniors and RIDES 
clients, too: Drivers get the full $17 voucher and co-pay total 
without sharing those funds with the cab company. 
Passengers are responding positively.
 “Customers really seem to like it,” Cardinalli says. “Many 
are on fixed incomes, so even a $6 or $8 ride is hard for 
them. This service allows them to visit doctors, shop and get 
around more easily than they normally would.”
 “People really appreciate the flexibility of the program,” 
agrees MST Mobility Trainer Kevin Allshouse, who sees 
passengers regularly relying on the service for dialysis, 
chemotherapy and other important medical treatments. “It’s 
tailored to their lifestyle and it’s more of a 24-hour service 
that gets them where they need to go.”



T
his year, the California State Legislature passed two 
bills that position MST to cut route times and save 
taxpayer dollars, benefitting both regular transit users 
and the greater community.

 State Assemblymember Luis Alejo sponsored AB 730, 
which authorizes MST to issue up to $50 million in revenue 
bonds with a two-thirds vote of its governing board of 
directors. The bonds can be used toward vehicle purchases, 
equipment upgrades and new facilities. MST has used private 
financing to cover such capital improvements in the past, but 
the new legislation will help the agency secure lower interest 
rates when borrowing money. It will also open new grant 
opportunities.
 “About 20 other public transit agencies in California 
already have the ability to do this,” says MST General 
Manager and CEO Carl Sedoryk. “Often, federal and state 
grant programs want to know that you have local funding to 
leverage their investments. With this ability to access funding 
through the bond market, MST will be a more competitive 
grant applicant.”
 Because Monterey County doesn’t dedicate sales tax 
dollars to public transportation, this bond access plays an 
even more significant role in MST’s success. And, it helps 
the agency further stretch tax dollars by securing low-interest 
loans. That benefits all Monterey County residents—including 
those who don’t use public transit.
 The passage of AB 946, completed with the leadership 
of Assemblymember Mark Stone, gives MST the green light to 

study transit bus-on-shoulder 
solutions that would minimize 
congestion on highly traveled 
stretches of state highways. 
Nine other states have 
successfully executed such 
programs, capitalizing on 
an affordable alternative 
to the construction of high-
occupancy vehicle lanes.
 If implemented, 
shoulders in the approved 
areas would be upgraded 
to accommodate the weight 

State Legislation Helps MST
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and width of transit vehicles. Buses would then be permitted 
to carefully drive around areas of traffic congestion. The 
strategy keeps individual buses running on schedule, while 
boosting reliability and visibility for the entire transit system. 
When car passengers see MST buses passing rush-hour 
traffic jams, they might be more interested in taking public 
transportation themselves.
 “This is the holy grail of public transit: to have buses 
be more convenient than cars. Bus-on-shoulder goes a long 
way toward accomplishing that,” says MST Assistant General 
Manager Hunter Harvath.
 Monterey-Salinas Transit and the Santa Cruz Metropolitan 
District (METRO) will partner with the California Department 
of Transportation (Caltrans) and the California Highway 
Patrol (CHP) on bus-on-shoulder research and potential 
implementation.

“This is the holy grail of public 
transit: to have buses be more 
convenient than cars. Bus-on-

shoulder goes a long way toward 
accomplishing that.”

Hunter Harvath
MST Assistant General Manager
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Sedoryk Wins Leadership Award
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I
n October, the California Transit Association (CTA) presented 
its 2013 Small Operator Transit Leadership Award to MST 
General Manager and CEO Carl Sedoryk. The recognition 
honors an outstanding individual who provides strong 

leadership and vision in the public transportation industry.
 “Carl is one of the greatest resources for transit 
operators, and especially those in the small- to mid-sized 
range,” says CTA Small Operations Committee Chair Mona 
Babauta. “He has such a deep understanding of the key 
aspects of running a successful, well-run transit agency that 
he is the first person many of us call for insight and advice.”
 Throughout his 25 years in the industry, including 13 at 
MST, Sedoryk has advocated strongly for California’s rural and 
small-urban transit agencies. In addition to working closely 
with federal, state and local representatives, he serves on 
various CTA committees and continues leading research into 
biofuels, mobility management and intelligent transportation 
system technologies. Under Sedoryk’s direction, MST earned 
the 2012 American Public Transit Association’s Gold Award for 
safety and implemented the innovative JAZZ bus rapid transit 
line in partnership with the Monterey Jazz Festival.
 Thanks to Sedoryk’s work, MST has also received the U.S. 
Secretary of the Army’s Best Practices Award for partnerships 
with local military installations such as Fort Hunter Liggett and 
the Presidio of Monterey.
 “We look up to MST for those military partnerships that 
the agency has fostered. We’ve kind of followed their playbook. 
I think MST, in general, is just a forward-thinking agency,” says 
Morongo Basin Transit Authority General 
Manager Joe Meer, who nominated 
Sedoryk for the award. “Carl 
puts us all to shame with the 
passion he has for making 
sure that the right things 
happen . . . He’s just a little 
ahead of the curve with 
figuring out what we need to 
be concerned about and where 
to be active.”

M I S S I O N

Advocating and delivering quality public transportation as a 
leader within our community and within our industry.

 
S T R A T E G I C  G O A L S

1.) To develop adequate and stable long-term revenues

2.) To provide quality transit and mobility management services

3.) To implement board protocols and best practices to
 achieve effective and efficient board operations and
 board meeting management

4.) To research, implement, and promote policies and
 practices that encourage environmental sustainability
 and resource conservation

5.) To educate the public on MST services through promotion,
 communication, and advocacy

6.) To actively promote organizational values to maintain
 high-quality relationships with MST employees,
 contractors, vendors, and community stakeholders
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